
Let Them Eat Shit – Richer than Nixon:  

A Musical Analysis 

 

Overview of Album 

 Richer than Nixon’s latest album Let Them Eat Shit marks a re-energizing and 

explosive return to the raw and unfiltered roots of the good old headbanging garage days 

of the early 21st century. With tracks such as Nothing to Lose and Voices of Reason 

delivering that pure punk power of the days of old, one can unashamedly declare that the 

punk scene is still very much alive. 

 Upon listening to the album, Benjamin Wagner’s gritty vocals immediately blast 

through. One can especially hear the resemblance of Wagner’s vocal attitude to rock 

legends Billie Joe Armstrong (Green Day) and Dave Mustaine (Megadeth) throughout the 

album in tracks such as Seeing Red, and Unnecessary Evil. The leave-it-all musicality of 

Let Them Eat Shit delivers enough bare energy to tear the roof down with the right crowd. 

Technical Analysis 

 The standard four-chord rock progression is a prominent feature through all the 

tracks of the album. A repeating riff kicks up the tracks whether it be through an 

electric/acoustic guitar or a bass lick. A saturated tactic, the simplicity of the guitar riffs 

spread across the 10-track album leave little to the imagination – this however works to 

the advantage of the album’s dark and macabre lyrical assaults. 

 The repetitiveness of the minor pentatonic scale for the lead solos scattered 

throughout the album can drag along a bit at times, however, a fresh wind of air breathes 

life into the personality of the lead guitar solos with tracks such as Seeing Red and Dying 

Dreams using sweet guitar tricks such as tapping and acoustic guitar harmonies. 

What Works? 

 Let Them Eat Shit delivers a very familiar feeling to rock-oriented listeners. In fact, 

the album does not stray too far away from its affiliated genre, with melodic similarities to 

popular tracks such as Green Day’s Holiday (Robert Paulson) and Alice Cooper’s Poison 

(iRemember), Let Them Eat Shit is able to capture the ears of its listeners with ease. 

Whether this instance of melodic similarities is intentional or a work of unintentional 

inspiration, Richer than Nixon ought to keep this fact shrouded in mystery. 

 Unsurprisingly, simplicity works for the album. The repetitiveness of the rhythm 

throughout the songs were tastefully complemented not only by the masterful selection 

of heavy riff combos, but also by the dark and politically charged lyrics of Wagner weaving 

the entire album together. 

 



What Does Not Work? 

 At times there were obvious indicators of mixing and mastering methods not being 

fleshed out enough. The distortion of the guitar somewhat lacks the “punch” and the bass 

guitar needs a little work with being boosted – perhaps a more effective utilization of the 

so-called “Wall of Sound” (playing the same rhythm twice and panning each to the Left 

and Right channels respectively) would bring the much-needed additional power to the 

album. 

 The sound of the lead guitar is also overpowered by the rhythm guitar in some 

sections of the song especially during solo parts, a portion of the track wherein the lead 

guitar must shine in order to effectively deliver auditory euphoria. 

Recommendations 

 Punk rock bands such as Heartsink, NOFX, Alkaline Trio, Green Day, My Chemical 

Romance, and Paint it Black to name a few all deliver the all too familiar grit and unfiltered 

power to both underground and mainstream punk rock enthusiasts all around the world. 

 Nonetheless, despite a few technical missteps of the album, Let Them Eat Shit is 

still a force to be reckoned with. A fusion of melodic inspirations from classic and modern 

rock, Richer than Nixon has created a melodic Frankenstein of its own – patching up 

together bits and pieces of inspired riffs combined with a flurry of lyrical attacks which are 

sure to keep your head banging for days on end. 

  


